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Abstract: With an increase in renewable energy generation in the United States, there is a growing 

need for more frequency regulation to ensure the stability of the electric grid. Fast ramping natural 

gas plants are often used for frequency regulation, but this creates emissions associated with the 

burning of fossil fuels. Energy storage systems (ESSs), such as batteries and flywheels, provide an 

alternative frequency regulation service. However, the efficiency losses of charging and discharging 

a storage system cause additional electrical generation requirements and associated emissions. 

There is not a good understanding of these indirect emissions from charging and discharging ESSs 

in the literature, with most sources stating that ESSs for frequency regulation have lower emissions, 

without quantification of these emissions. We created a model to estimate three types of emissions 

(CO2, NOX, and SO2) from ESSs providing frequency regulation, and compare them to emissions 

from a natural gas plant providing the same service. When the natural gas plant is credited for the 

generated electricity, storage systems have 33% to 68% lower CO2 emissions than the gas turbine, 

depending on the US eGRID subregion, but higher NOX and SO2 emissions. However, different 

plausible assumptions about the framing of the analysis can make ESSs a worse choice so the true 

difference depends on the nature of the substitution between storage and natural gas generation. 
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1. Introduction 

Traditional fossil fuel energy sources are used extensively for energy generation, but 

they emit greenhouse gases and other pollutants that are changing the planet’s climate. 

Other negative effects, such as acid rain and air pollution, can also be attributed to fossil 

fuel consumption. These issues cause both economic and health concerns to the world 

population, including the United States. Energy use will continue to increase, potentially 

increasing the rate of emissions and their negative effects [1]. To combat this, the govern-

ment needs to enforce policies which decrease the emissions of energy generating tech-

nologies while maintaining a sufficient supply of energy for its citizens in the future. 

Both state and federal governments have sought to incentivize a higher share of re-

newable energy systems in the market. Many states have developed energy plans for re-

ducing their greenhouse gas emissions and increasing renewable energy generation. 

Some states have ambitious plans in place, such as New York’s plan to completely decar‐

bonize the power system by 2050 and achieve an 85% reduction in all energy‐related 

greenhouse gases by 2040 [2]. However, some generation technologies, such as solar and 

wind energy systems, are intermittent and do not supply constant power. To counteract 

the intermittent nature of these energy sources and to meet the goals of energy plans, a 

significant increase in frequency regulation of the energy grid is needed to keep the elec-

trical grid stable [3]. 
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Today, frequency regulation in the United States typically uses plants that burn fossil 

fuels [4]. Fast-response natural gas power plants are a common method of fossil fuel fre-

quency regulation. In addition to natural gas, coal is also used for frequency regulation 

[5]. Pumped hydro storage and demand response can also be used for frequency regula-

tion [6]. 

There are issues with many of these frequency regulation methods which make them 

less ideal for regulation. Coal plants may not always accurately follow the control signal 

and can have difficulties providing precise frequency regulation services [7]. Natural gas 

and other combustion turbines must run continuously while providing frequency regula-

tion. This can cause the combustion turbines providing frequency regulation to operate at 

times when it is less profitable for the plant. In addition, forced baseload generation from 

the combustion plants could force other generation to be taken offline to avoid generating 

too much electricity [8]. Pumped hydro storage requires a location for water storage with 

higher and lower elevations to work and cannot be easily installed in many areas. Demand 

response requires significant coordination with the grid and consumers which makes de-

mand response frequency regulation more complex than other profitable uses for demand 

response. 

To facilitate a cleaner energy grid, frequency regulation technology may need to 

evolve along with electrical generation technology. An alternative to the technologies 

listed above is an energy storage system (ESS), which either discharges by releasing en-

ergy into the grid or recharges by drawing energy from the grid as needed. Some ESSs, 

such as batteries and flywheels, are already in use for frequency regulation services and 

avoid the issues associated with other frequency regulation technologies. 

As an alternative to fossil fuel consumption, ESSs could offer lower emissions. How-

ever, there is uncertainty over the emission differences between ESSs and traditional fre-

quency regulation plants. The operation of an ESS has an emissions footprint due to the 

inefficiency of charging from and discharging to the energy grid with the ESS, which re-

quires more energy to be produced in total. While the emissions from fossil generators are 

clear, attributing them to “energy” versus “services” is harder. 

Existing literature has considered the economics of applying energy storage for fre-

quency regulation services. In 2016, Lucas and Chondrogiannis evaluated vanadium re-

dox flow batteries for frequency regulation and concluded that this technology was eco-

nomically feasible, though it could still be more expensive than traditional frequency reg-

ulation methods and will need policy intervention to be implemented across the grid [9]. 

Du found that the lifecycle costs of lead acid batteries will never be positive for regulation, 

indicating that lead acid batteries are not economically viable [10]. Zakeri and Syri disa-

greed, stating that lead acid batteries could have positive life cycle benefits [11]. However, 

in both cases, other battery energy storage system (BESS) and flywheel energy storage 

system (FESS) technologies were superior. Zakeri determined that FESS is cheaper and 

more effective than both lead acid and lithium ion BESSs [11]. Du compared lithium ion 

batteries and lead acid batteries to FESS technologies and found that flywheels performed 

significantly better in terms of economic viability [10]. However, despite their high effi-

ciency and effectiveness, the startup cost of these systems is higher, which discourages 

investors. This high initial capital investment is another area where government interven-

tion through policy is needed [11]. 

Investigations of the emission effects of storage for frequency regulation are rare, 

with two important studies relevant to this work. The first is a 2007 report from KEMA, 

offering an emissions comparison analysis for the proposed 20 MW flywheel‐based fre-

quency regulation power plant at Stephentown, NY, concluding that flywheels produce 

net emissions benefits [12]. This analysis differs from our methodology, specifically by 

using a simple test “cycle” (which is quite different from the signal from the PJM Inde-

pendent System Operator) and the method for emissions calculations (presuming specific 

generators are displaced due to lack of marginal emissions data at the time). The second 

is a more recent work by Ryan et al. that provided a broad life‐cycle assessment of storage 
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for frequency regulation, including considerations such as manufacturing of storage, grid 

dispatch and operation, and end‐of‐life treatment [13]. They use an IEEE 9‐bus system to 

model the operational phase, and concluded that adding storage will increase emissions 

in all scenarios. The contribution of our work is in the application of more realistic mod-

eling of displaced emissions (based on data from the EPA Continuous Emissions Moni-

toring Systems) and a method that allows us to compare results for locations across the 

US. This analysis modernizes and broadens the basic idea of the KEMA study and com-

plements Ryan et al. by providing an analysis based on historical data for grid emissions 

rather than modeled values from a 9‐bus system. 

This analysis estimates the CO2, NOX, and SO2 emissions generated by three different 

frequency regulation technologies: natural gas, flywheel energy storage (FESS), and bat-

tery energy storage (BESS). The goal of the analysis is to determine what conditions result 

in ESS systems having lower emissions than natural gas for frequency regulation. 

2. Materials and Methods 

We created a MATLAB model to simulate CO2, NOX, and SO2 emissions from a bat-

tery energy storage system (BESS), flywheel energy storage system (FESS), and natural 

gas plant providing 20 MW of frequency regulation service in 22 US EPA eGRID subre-

gions. The US EPA eGRID database breaks the US into 26 subregions with borders that 

approximate the historical boundaries of electricity systems.  We work with the 22 eGRID 

regions within the Continental US. Energy losses from transfer inefficiencies in the ESS 

and the emissions associated from the losses were calculated using marginal emission fac-

tors (MEFs), which vary across the US. The natural gas emissions were calculated from a 

regression analysis by Katzenstein and Apt based on the operation of a 501FD natural gas 

turbine [14]. The CO2, NOX, and SO2 emissions from the ESS and natural gas plant were 

then compared. Because of the complexity and uncertainty in production, maintenance, 

and decommissioning footprint of the technologies involved, the analysis is limited to op-

erational emissions for both ESSs and gas turbines. The analysis is focused solely on the 

emission effects of switching from gas turbines to stationary storage for frequency regu-

lation services regardless of the motivation for the change (economic, policy‐driven, or 

otherwise). Storage economics and policy certainly affect the amount of storage added to 

the grid and what services it provides, but that is outside the scope of the current investi-

gation. 

The transfer efficiencies assumed for BESS and FESS were the average of overall sys-

tem efficiencies found in the literature: 88.8% for BESS roundtrip efficiency and 89.1% for 

FESSs. Details of the transfer efficiency calculation and sources can be found in the sup-

plementary information (SI), Section 1, including Figures S1-3 showing literature-reported 

efficiency values for energy storage and Table S1 showing the final figures used in this 

work. The charge and discharge efficiencies were assumed to be equal and were thus each 

the square root of the roundtrip efficiency so that the full cycle (charge and discharge) 

results in the round‐trip efficiency figures above (Example: BESS round‐trip efficiency = 

88.8% = 94.2% charging efficiency X 94.2% discharging efficiency). 

A key piece of information for both storage technologies and the natural gas turbine 

was the frequency regulation control signal, the second‐by‐second signal that describes 

the changing energy output requested from the ISO. The best available regulation signal 

data was from PJM [15]. PJM provides two frequency regulation signals, the traditional 

Reg A signal, and the faster‐responding Reg D signal. Reg A is the standard frequency 

regulation service and Reg D was designed more recently to better reflect the capabilities 

of energy storage assets. Reg D services pay out more on a per MW/hour basis but also 

require faster and more frequent ramping. In this work, we used the Reg A signal for 

direct “apples to apples” analysis as the natural gas plant is unable to adequately provide 

Reg D service. Even though real‐life storage is more likely to choose the Reg D service, 

having it do so in this analysis would unfairly disadvantage storage as it attempts to 
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follow a more challenging signal. The same frequency regulation signal was used in all 

three emissions calculations: the PJM regulation signal from May 4th to May 10th in 2014 

[15]. 

The BESS operates as a net electricity consumer: it requires more energy input than 

it provides later because of efficiency losses. This net energy demand comes from the elec-

tric grid. The energy requirements for discharging to the grid from the BESS were calcu-

lated at each timestep using Equation 1. The amount of energy sent from the BESS to the 

grid (E sent, discharging) was calculated using the timestep of the regulation signal (T) of 4 sec-

onds for all analyses and the BESS service capacity was 20 MW (Capacity). To deliver the 

desired amount of energy to the grid, the BESS sends more than the required amount of 

energy to compensate for discharge losses. Therefore, the required energy according to 

the PJM signal was divided by the discharging efficiency of 94.2% for the BESS (ηdischarging). 

The calculation for the amount received by the grid follows a similar logic (Equation 2). 

𝑬 𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 =
𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝜼𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈

 (1) 

𝑬 𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 = 𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 (2) 

The model was subdivided into increments that allowed energy purchases every 15 

minutes so that the ESS could maintain state of charge. When charging the BESS from the 

grid, the amount of energy desired depends on the charge level of the BESS. When the 

BESS was above the target charge level of 50% it is not charged, and no energy is pur-

chased from the grid for the BESS. When the BESS is below the desired state of charge, the 

grid sends energy to it equal to the net amount of energy the BESS discharged during the 

last 15‐minute period. The amount of energy sent from the grid to the BESS (E sent, charging) 

varied due to changes in the regulation signal over the one-week period. The energy re-

quired by the BESS was then divided by the charging efficiency (ηcharging) to compensate 

for transfer loss. The amount received by the BESS from the grid was calculated in Equa-

tion 4, where the net energy was summed over 225 4‐second periods to get a 15‐minute 

energy estimate. 

𝑬𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 =
𝟏

𝜼𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈

× ∑ (
𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝜼𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈

) 

𝟐𝟐𝟓

𝒊=𝟏

 (3) 

𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 = ∑ (
𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝜼𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈

) 

𝟐𝟐𝟓

𝒊=𝟏

 (4) 

The ESS state of charge is based on the sum of energy discharged and received in 

each 15‐minute period as shown in Equation 5. The energy purchased for recharging is 

spread evenly over the 15‐minute charging period. 

𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒅,   𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺(𝒋) = 𝑬𝒔𝒕𝒐𝒓𝒆𝒅,   𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺(𝒋 − 𝟏) + 𝑬 𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺(𝒋 − 𝟏)

− 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 (𝒋) 
(5) 

The final output of the BESS model was the energy losses caused by the operation of 

the BESS in frequency regulation. The BESS loss is defined as the energy lost from charg-

ing and discharging inefficiencies in the system. The charging and discharging efficiency 

losses were calculated separately and then added together to find the total loss for each 

charging timestep. Equation 6 shows the equation used to find the BESS losses. The dif-

ference between the amount of energy sent to the grid and the amount received by the 

grid is the discharging efficiency loss. The difference between the amount of energy sent 

to the BESS and the amount received by the BESS is the charging efficiency loss. The en-

ergy loss in each hour was then multiplied by that hour’s marginal emissions factor (MEF) 

to calculate the BESS emissions. 
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𝑬𝒍𝒐𝒔𝒔,   𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺(𝒋) = (𝑬𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺 − 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝑩𝑬𝑺𝑺) + (𝑬𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝒈𝒓𝒊𝒅 − 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝒈𝒓𝒊𝒅) (6) 

MEFs provide a metric by which additional or avoided emissions can be determined 

by representing the emission rates of the generator that will respond to small increases or 

decreases in demand. MEFs are not constant and change as different generation sources 

are used to meet the changing demand of the grid. The MEFs for different locations in the 

United States were taken using the methods from Siler‐Evans and Azevedo [16] and taken 

for the year 2017 from the Electricity Marginal Factor Estimates database from the Center 

for Climate and Energy Decision Making [17]. 

The model for the flywheel emissions used the same input variables as the BESS, with 

the addition of a self‐discharge rate and a different round-trip efficiency of 89.1%. The 

self‐discharge rate of 1.145% per hour was found by taking the average self‐discharge rate 

of the high‐speed flywheel products listed in the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 

Handbook of Energy Storage with similar characteristics to the one we wanted to model 

[18]. This was used in conjunction with charging and discharging efficiencies of 94.4% 

(ηdischarging) to determine the total energy losses from the FESS. The self‐discharge rate of 

batteries was also investigated but was found to be negligible for this application and was 

assumed to be zero. 

Although energy lost in self‐discharge was not sent to the grid, it was lost by the FESS 

and is included in the discharging equation. The self‐discharge rate (ηself) used was 

0.00127% at each timestep (Tdischarging). The calculation for the amount of energy sent to the 

grid is shown in Equation 7, while Equation 8 calculates the amount of energy received 

by the grid from the FESS. The self‐discharge loss was a function of the 20 MW service 

capacity (Capacity) of the FESS and independent of the stored energy level and was there-

fore unaffected by the control signal or operation of the FESS. The other FESS emission 

calculations were identical to the BESS emission calculations. 

𝑬 𝒔𝒆𝒏𝒕,   𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑭𝑬𝑺𝑺

=
𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚

𝜼𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈

+ 𝜼𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒇 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 
(7) 

𝑬 𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒆𝒊𝒗𝒆𝒅,   𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝑭𝑬𝑺𝑺

= 𝑺𝒊𝒈𝒏𝒂𝒍(𝒊) × 𝑻𝒅𝒊𝒔𝒄𝒉𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒈 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 + 𝜼𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒇 × 𝑪𝒂𝒑𝒂𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 
(8) 

2.1. Natural Gas Operation and Emissions 

The natural gas frequency regulation service used the same signal as the ESS and 

offers the same frequency regulation capacity of 20 MW. The main difference lies in the 

operation of 180 MW of base generation produced continuously from the natural gas 

plant. When frequency regulation services are required, the gas plant will start burning 

additional fuel to meet the demand of the grid up to the 200 MW capacity of the natural 

gas plant. The natural gas power output is the sum of the base power and the frequency 

regulation power and the total power output from the plant will vary between 180 and 

200 MW. A simple cycle gas turbine was chosen for this application because this type of 

generator is designed to handle the frequent and rapid changes in power output required 

for frequency regulation service. The 200 MW scale for the gas turbine was selected so that 

it would provide an equal quantity of frequency regulation service as the stationary stor-

age and to be in line with the scale of modern gas turbine sizes (for example, the 501FD 

turbine on which we base our emissions analysis is a 180 MW turbine). Importantly, the 

scale of the turbine should not affect the results in any way because there are not any 

scaling factors in either the storage or gas turbine model. This means, for example, that a 

modeled gas turbine of 100 MW (with 10 MW dedicated to regulation) would have the 

same emissions per unit of frequency regulation service. The proportion of the turbine’s 

capacity dedicated to regulation is relevant, however, and we treat it as such in the sensi-

tivity analysis (see Discussion section). 
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The desired result of our analysis is a calculation of the emissions from providing 

frequency regulation services. As such, the emissions from the 180 MW of baseload gen-

eration of the natural gas plant needs to be excluded from the emission results. To do this, 

for each emission type, the emissions from the baseload generation were subtracted from 

the total calculated emissions, leaving only the emissions associated with frequency reg-

ulation, though we also considered two alternative methods of allocating frequency reg-

ulation emissions from natural gas turbines (described in Section 2.2 below). 

For this work, we used a model of gas turbine CO2, NOx, and SO2 emissions based on 

measurements of a 501FD turbine. Emissions can be calculated directly using equations 

9–12 from Katzenstein and Apt’s 2009 analysis [14] and we describe and discuss the emis‐

sions model in greater detail in the SI, Section S2, including Figure S4 showing the emis-

sion curves for the gas turbine. An important note about this model: while it does account 

for the effect of partial load on emissions rate, it does not account for the effect of rapidly 

changing power output. Katzenstein and Apt do address this issue in their work and we 

find that the effect is likely small given that the gas turbine is only ramping +/−5% from 

the nominal output of 190 MW. Greater details on the data, analysis, and equations used 

for this emissions model are available in the SI, Section S2. 

𝑪𝑶𝟐 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 =  𝟏. 𝟕𝟒𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎𝟏 + 𝟐. 𝟓𝟐𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 (9) 

𝑵𝑶𝑿 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟏 (𝟎 − 𝟓𝟑𝑴𝑾)

=  𝟖. 𝟎𝟑 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏 + 𝟐. 𝟒𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 − 𝟑. 𝟒𝟗 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟐 
(10) 

𝑵𝑶𝑿 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟐 (𝟓𝟑 − 𝟏𝟎𝟓𝑴𝑾)

=  −𝟗. 𝟒𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏 + 𝟔. 𝟏𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓

− 𝟑. 𝟗𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟐 

(11) 

𝑵𝑶𝑿 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟑 (𝟏𝟎𝟓 − 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝑴𝑾)

=  𝟏. 𝟏𝟖 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏 − 𝟓. 𝟕𝟔 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 + 𝟒. 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟔 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟐 
(12) 

𝑵𝑶𝑿 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝑹𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝟑 𝑷𝒍𝒂𝒕𝒆𝒂𝒖

=  −𝟓. 𝟖𝟓𝟕𝟐 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 + 𝟐. 𝟗𝟔𝟔𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓

− 𝟑. 𝟓𝟐𝟏𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟓 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟐 + 𝟏. 𝟗𝟐𝟏𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟕 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟑

− 𝟑. 𝟒𝟖𝟖𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟏𝟎 × 𝑷𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓𝟒 

(13) 

2.2. Attributing Natural Gas Emissions 

Because a natural gas turbine and a storage device provide a different set of services 

(as well as net energy production and associated emissions), the attribution of emissions 

is a critical question for fair comparison between the two technology types. The simplest 

way to estimate the emissions of the gas turbine providing frequency regulation is to cal-

culate the difference between the estimated emissions while providing frequency regula-

tion and while providing zero regulation service (180 MW flat output). We call this 

method “Raw Emissions”. On average, the ESS technologies consume energy while 

providing frequency regulation services. However, the natural gas turbine, even when 

deducting the 180 MW of base power output, produces net energy (of approximately 10 

MW, for an average output of around 190 MW) when providing frequency regulation. 

Since the natural gas plant is generating energy, it is displacing energy that would have 

to be generated elsewhere if an ESS was performing the frequency regulation service. Be-

cause of this, there is a benefit to the natural gas plant regulation service that is not cap-

tured in the “Raw Emissions” case. We thus examined two alternative methods that can 

account for this generated energy and provide a fairer comparison of emissions. 

In the “Compensated Generation” case, it was assumed that, in the absence of provid-

ing frequency regulation services, the natural gas plant would operate at full capacity (200 

MW), where its operation is most efficient. By having the natural gas plant provide fre-

quency regulation, it is forced to run at less efficient conditions. Thus, to account for the 

plant’s electricity generation, we compared the annual tonnes of emissions and energy 
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produced for frequency regulation to the energy and emissions produced if the turbine 

were operated at optimal (maximum) output. The amount of energy being generated for 

frequency regulation (Ereg) was multiplied by the emission rates at full capacity (Emission 

Rate) and subtracted from the raw natural gas emissions from the 20 MW of regulation 

(NG Emissionsraw). Therefore, the natural gas frequency regulation emissions under 

“Compensated Generation” are the emissions that result from the less efficient operation 

of a natural gas plant as it operates at a partial load to meet a variable control signal, as 

calculated in Equation 14. We also propose that this is the most appropriate of the three 

comparison cases used to determine the natural gas emissions for a typical plant and use 

it for baseline results. 

𝑵𝑮 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍 = 𝑵𝑮 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒓𝒂𝒘 − 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒈 × 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒆 (14) 

In the “Marginal Replacement” case, the marginal emission factors (MEFs) were used 

to calculate emissions from marginal generation replacing the reduced natural gas plant 

output as shown in Equation 15. This method is the same as in the compensated genera-

tion case, except instead of multiplying the energy generated by the emissions rate of this 

gas turbine at full capacity, the generated energy was multiplied by the MEFs for each 

corresponding region. This represents a scenario where the portion of the generation from 

the natural gas plant dedicated to frequency regulation must be compensated for by mar-

ginal generation facilities. In this comparison case, the natural gas frequency regulation 

emissions are the difference in emissions from the natural gas plant generating the elec-

tricity used to provide 20 MW of frequency regulation and the emissions from marginal 

generation producing that amount of electricity instead. An example calculation can be 

seen in Figure 1. 

𝑵𝑮 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔 𝒇𝒖𝒍𝒍 = 𝑵𝑮 𝑬𝒎𝒊𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒔𝒓𝒂𝒘 − 𝑬𝒓𝒆𝒈 × 𝑴𝑬𝑭 (15) 

 

Figure 1. Example of calculations for three methods of estimating annual natural gas CO2 emissions attributable to fre-

quency regulation. The raw emissions method is the simplest but neglects that the gas turbine produces 63.6 GWh of 

energy annually in association with the regulation service. The compensated generation case credits those emissions at 

the full capacity emissions rate for the gas turbine. The marginal replacement method credits those MWhs at the marginal 

emissions rate for the electricity grid. Upstate New York (NYUP) was used as an example since there are different marginal 

emissions in each region. 
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For all three methods of attributing natural gas emissions, there is a question about 

the emissions effect of having an extra 63 GWh of energy that comes from the gas turbine 

but not the energy storage. The raw emissions method assumes that this energy has no 

particular emissions value or use. Compensated generation assumes that it displaces 63 

GWh of additional use of the gas turbine in question, while marginal replacement as-

sumes that it displaces 63 GWh of energy production from other marginal generators on 

the grid. 

3. Results 

We calculated annual total emissions of CO2, NOX, and SO2 from a natural gas plant, 

BESS, and FESS providing frequency regulation using the PJM Reg A signal under several 

scenarios. A determination of the lowest emission frequency regulation technology was 

made for each eGRID subregion. There were significant differences between the eGRID 

subregions, so the best choice changed based on geographic location for some of the emis-

sion types. We present the compensated generation results below and provide the results 

for the raw emissions and marginal replacement scenarios, along with a variety of other 

outputs, in the SI, Section S3, including Figures S5-28. 

The compensated generation case “compensates” the natural gas plant for generated 

electricity based on the emissions it would have produced operating at full capacity, 

which we believe is the fairest treatment of emissions. The total annual CO2 emissions for 

the natural gas plant is 566,000 tonnes when providing Reg A frequency regulation ser-

vice. However, 536,000 tonnes of the CO2 emissions is attributable to the 180 MW of un-

varying generation. The other 30,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions per year are attributable to 

the frequency regulation service of the natural gas plant, though this 20MW of regulation 

service also produces around 10MW of generation. Under the compensated generation 

assumptions, producing that amount of energy would emit an additional 20,000 tonnes of 

CO2, which is subtracted from the natural gas plant frequency regulation emissions, re-

sulting in approximately 10,000 tonnes of CO2 emissions attributable to frequency regula-

tion. 

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the CO2 emissions for the different fre-

quency regulation technology types in upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), 

Texas (ERCT), and the upper Midwest (MROW). The storage technologies have lower CO2 

emissions than the natural gas plant in all eGRID subregions when meeting the Reg A 

frequency regulation requirement using compensated generation, with batteries showing 

slightly lower emissions than flywheels. 
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Figure 2. Annual CO2 emissions with compensated generation when providing Reg A frequency 

regulation service for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the up-

per Midwest (MROW). The battery energy storage system (BESS) and flywheel energy storage 

system (FESS) emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS having slightly lower emissions. 

The ESS has lower CO2 emissions than the compensated generation natural gas plant in all eGRID 

subregions. 

Figure 3 shows how much lower the BESS emissions were for each eGRID subregion 

when providing Reg A frequency regulation service, using the compensated generation 

assumptions. The lighter regions had higher BESS emissions and had a smaller difference 

between the natural gas and BESS emissions. With the compensated generation compari-

son case, the BESS had lower CO2 emissions than the natural gas plant in each eGRID 

subregion, varying from 33% lower in the upper Midwest to 68% lower in Upstate NY. 
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Figure 3. Percent reduction in CO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operat-

ing 24 hours a day for a year using the BESS instead of the natural gas plant, with compensated 

generation assumptions. 

The total annual NOX emissions for the natural gas plant is 80.76 tonnes when using 

the Plateau Equation to provide Reg A frequency regulation service. However, 78.90 

tonnes of the NOX emissions are due to the 180 MW of unvarying generation. The other 

1.86 tonnes of NOX emissions are attributable to the frequency regulation service of the 

natural gas plant. With compensated generation, 1.81 tonnes of NOX emissions were sub-

tracted from the natural gas plant frequency regulation emissions, resulting in 0.05 tonnes 

of NOX emissions. 

Figure 4 shows the comparison between the NOX emissions for the different fre-

quency regulation technology types in the NYUP, CAMX, ERCT, and MROW eGRID sub-

regions. With compensated generation, the natural gas plant had lower NOX emissions 

than both storage technologies in all eGRID subregions. With the Plateau Equation, almost 

none of the natural gas plant NOX emissions were attributed to frequency regulation. This 

result (and the similar result for SO2 below) occurs because the modeled gas turbine is a 

“low NOx“ design, while the emissions associated with the storage technologies are based 

on the marginal grid mix. 
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Figure 4. Annual NOX emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with com-

pensated generation for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the 

upper Midwest (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS 

having slightly lower emissions. The compensated generation natural gas plant has significantly 

lower NOX emissions than the two types of ESS. 

The modeled natural gas plant had 0.05 tonnes of NOX emissions per year attributed 

to the 20 MW of frequency regulation service (using the Plateau Equation). Figure 5 shows 

the difference between the NOX emissions of the BESS and natural gas plant. With the 

Plateau Equation, the BESS produced 20 times or more NOX emissions than the natural 

gas plant in all eGRID subregions. 

 

Figure 5. Percent reduction in NOX emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operat-

ing 24 hours a day for a year using the compensated generation natural gas plant instead of the 

BESS. 
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The total annual SO2 emissions for the natural gas plant are 2.83 tonnes when provid-

ing Reg A frequency regulation service. However, 2.68 tonnes of the SO2 emissions are 

due to the 180 MW of unvarying generation. The other 0.15 tonnes of SO2 emissions per 

year for the 20 MW of frequency regulation service are attributable to the frequency reg-

ulation service of the natural gas plant. With compensated generation, 0.10 tonnes of SO2 

emissions are subtracted from the natural gas plant frequency regulation emissions re-

sulting in 0.05 tonnes of SO2 emissions being attributed to the frequency regulation. 

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the SO2 emissions for the different frequency 

regulation technology types in upstate NYUP, CAMX, ERCT, and MROW. In the case of 

the compensated generation natural gas plant, there are almost no SO2 emissions. This 

was expected because of the low rate of SO2 production from natural gas combustion. 

 

Figure 6. Annual SO2 emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with compen-

sated generation for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the upper 

Midwest (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS having 

slightly lower emissions. The compensated generation natural gas plant has significantly lower 

SO2 emissions than the ESS technologies. 

Figure 7 shows how much lower the natural gas SO2 emissions were than the BESS 

emissions for each eGRID subregion. The darker regions had higher BESS emissions and 

had a larger difference between the natural gas and BESS emissions. In 18 of the 22 eGRID 

subregions, the natural gas plant resulted in at least 20 times lower SO2 emissions than the 

BESS. However, in NYCW, the natural gas plant has only 11% lower SO2 emissions than 

the ESS with compensated generation due to the low sulfur emissions in that region. 
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Figure 7. Percent reduction in SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 

24 hours a day for a year resulting from using the compensated generation natural gas plant in-

stead of the BESS. 

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis 

We performed several sensitivity analyses on the model to test different assumptions 

and inputs. The most important of these were the three methods for crediting the natural 

gas turbine’s energy production (two of which are presented in full in the SI). Figure 8 

shows the CO2 emissions in Upstate NY (NYUP) for the three methods of crediting the 

natural gas plant. Going from raw emissions to compensated generation reduces the CO2 

emissions of the natural gas plant by 68%. The marginal replacement CO2 emissions from 

the natural gas plant were lower than the compensated generation case and were actually 

slightly below zero due to the gas plant having lower emissions than the marginal gener-

ator in this region. This pattern of large reductions between raw emissions, compensated 

generation, and marginal replacement is consistent throughout all the eGRID subregions, 

demonstrating the critical importance of the assumption about crediting back emissions. 
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Figure 8. The annual CO2 frequency regulation emissions in Upstate NY (NYUP) by method of 

crediting natural gas energy generation. Both the compensated generation case and the marginal 

replacement case have significantly lower emissions than the raw emissions case. 

The most appropriate crediting method depends on the individual plant location and 

situation. Our assessment is that the compensated generation assumption (using the Plat-

eau Equation for NOX emissions) was the fairest method. The raw emissions case neglects 

the relevance of the electricity produced by the gas plant when providing regulation ser-

vices (10 MW on average), which ought to displace some other generator in a real system. 

On the other hand, the marginal replacement approach essentially assumes that the gas 

plant is built new for the purpose of frequency regulation, which also seems unlikely. The 

compensated generation case assumes that without providing frequency regulation the 

natural gas plant would operate at its maximum capacity where its operation is most ef-

ficient. Although there are specific scenarios where these other cases could be used (dis-

cussed further in the SI, end of section A3), they seem to be less representative scenarios. 

The self‐discharge rate of the flywheel was an uncertain input variable to the model. 

The self‐discharge rate used, 1.145% per hour, was found by taking the average self‐dis-

charge rate of the high‐speed flywheel products listed in the Electric Power Research In-

stitute (EPRI) handbook [18]. The 2002 EPRI handbook was used as the EPRI handbooks 

from later years did not list specific self‐discharge rates, instead stating that the self‐dis-

charge rate is between 1% and 2% per hour. This average was not based on many prod-

ucts, and a slightly different self-discharge rate for any specific FESS is likely. 

Using the model, the self-discharge rate of the flywheel would have to be reduced to 

0.2% for the FESS overall efficiency to be the same as the BESS, when using the base-case 

roundtrip energy efficiency of 88.8% for the BESS and 89.1% for the FESS. An efficiency of 

0.2% may be possible with specific highly efficient flywheel systems but this seems to 

suggest that the lithium ion BESS is a slightly lower emission energy storage option for 

frequency regulation under the parameters of our analysis. The range of self-discharging 

efficiencies found in the handbook result in a range of effective overall system efficiencies 

from 82.0% to 88.9%. Nearly all of this range is lower than the efficiency of 88.8% used for 

the BESS. Using a FESS with a high rate of discharge, corresponding to a system efficiency 

of 82.0%, will result in nearly twice the FESS emissions of the version that we modeled. 

This is a major difference and would change the results from FESS having lower emissions 
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in every eGRID subregion to natural gas having lower CO2 emissions in every eGRID 

subregion. If a FESS is to be used for frequency regulation service, it must have a low rate 

of self-discharge to be a viable alternative to natural gas for frequency regulation services 

with the goal of emission reduction. 

Our results are based on the 501FD high efficiency combined cycle turbine with low 

NOX emissions, and the results will vary depending on the turbine used. We used the 

501FD turbine emissions for our analysis because of the availability of detailed emission 

rates from operational data for a range of potential operation power output levels. When 

comparing our emission results from the 501FD turbine to emission rates of representative 

natural gas turbines according to the EPA in 2015 [19], the 501FD turbine had between a 

32% and 55% lower CO2 emission rate. The NOX emission rates also varied significantly 

based on factors involved with the individual natural gas plant. The 501FD combustion 

turbine is a low NOX turbine, with NOX emissions 78% to 91% lower than the representa-

tive turbines studied by the EPA. However, since the 501FD plant is a low NOX emission 

plant, it makes more sense to compare the 501FD emission rates to the representative tur-

bines with NOX emission reduction methods. When compared to the 501FD plant, the EPA 

representative natural gas plants with emission reduction technology had between 22% 

and 57% lower NOX emissions than the 501FD plant. This makes sense because the 501FD 

design studied by Katzenstein is older than modern turbines with dedicated NOX emis-

sion aftertreatment methods. 

To determine the changes that result from using an alternate turbine, we reran the 

emission results using the highest and lowest emission rates of the five representative 

turbines described in the EPA Combined Heat and Power Partnership report [19]. Using 

the EPA representative turbines instead of the 501FD did not improve the CO2 results for 

natural gas since the EPA representative turbines have on average 57% more CO2 emis-

sions than the 501FD. This was similar for the EPA representative turbines with NOX emis-

sions control technologies: because they have up to 56% lower NOX emissions than the 

501FD turbine, the natural gas plant continues to have lower NOx emissions than BESS 

and FESS in all eGRID subregions. Overall, because of the large differences in emissions, 

using a different turbine would not change the results of which technology has lower fre-

quency regulation emissions. 

Our analysis was based on the case of a 200 MW plant providing 20 MW of frequency 

regulation and 180 MW of unvarying generation. If more of the plant is dedicated to fre-

quency regulation services, the emissions from the natural gas plant change. As the base-

load generation is decreased, the emissions per unit of energy generated increase due to 

a lower operational efficiency. To investigate this, simulations were run with an unvary-

ing “baseload” at 120, 140, and 160 MW in addition to the base case of 180 MW. Lower 

baseloads were not considered, as the 501FD turbine’s low-NOX operation only occurs 

above 105 MW. There were some differences between different baseload generation re-

sults, but the trend of the BESS and FESS having lower CO2 emissions than natural gas 

and the natural gas plant having lower NOX and SO2 emissions remained the same as in 

the base case. The largest difference in emissions is for the case where the gas plant pro-

vides 80 MW of regulation services. For the compensated generation comparison case, the 

BESS and FESS continued to have lower CO2 emissions when providing 80 MW of regu-

lation service, while the natural gas plant had lower NOX and SO2 emissions. However, 

compared to the 20 MW base case where the natural gas plant had at least 94% lower NOX 

emissions than the BESS/FESS, with 80 MW of frequency regulation service the ESS and 

natural gas emissions were much closer at 37% or lower. As the amount of frequency reg-

ulation from the gas plant increased, the ESS generally performed better in terms of emis-

sions, especially NOX emissions, but there is not a large enough difference to change which 

technology has lower emissions. 
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4. Discussion 

FESS was repeatedly identified as a high efficiency option for frequency regulation 

in the literature, but in our results the FESS generated 1.8% more emissions than the BESS 

for CO2, NOX, and SO2. This is because in our model the emission results account for the 

self-discharge of the flywheel in addition to the round-trip efficiency of the energy trans-

fer. However, both the BESS and FESS roundtrip efficiencies are averages found in the 

literature and an individual storage system would likely differ somewhat, so the proper 

conclusion is that BESS and FESS perform similarly, and the individual system efficiency 

of the battery or flywheel will determine which system has lower emissions. 

A key factor for a plant operator when considering the use of natural gas plants for 

frequency regulation is the potential profit. Although a natural gas plant can provide fre-

quency regulation services, this competes with other potential services. If there is more 

profit to be made by providing energy or spinning reserves, a natural gas plant would not 

want to perform frequency regulation services. For a natural gas plant to choose to pro-

vide frequency regulation over baseload generation, it would have to have enough finan-

cial incentive to run at a reduced power level and less efficiently. This is assumed in the 

results above but does not hold at all times and locations. 

Another real-world consideration that did not factor into our analysis is the require-

ment for the natural gas plant to run continuously when providing frequency regulation 

services. Although the natural gas plants used for frequency regulation can ramp up and 

down quickly enough to meet the requirements of the regulation signal, they must already 

be running to do so. Because the natural gas plant would want to be running as close to 

full capacity as possible while still leaving enough potential to increase output and meet 

the frequency regulation requirements, it would be continuously running near maximum 

capacity which may not be profitable at all hours of the year. If the natural gas plant is 

providing frequency regulation services, it may not have the opportunity to stop generat-

ing electricity during less profitable time periods. This makes frequency regulation provi-

sion for the natural gas plant more of an inconvenience than for the ESS technologies. 

In the analysis above, we used the traditional Reg A signal from PJM, but the newer 

Reg D signal was designed for fast-response regulation providers such as BESS and FESS. 

There are significant differences between the regulation signals, but we found that the 

advantages or disadvantages of BESS/FESS when compared to the natural gas plant are 

similar between the two signals, though there are relevant shifts in emissions between the 

Reg D and Reg A results. Additionally, there is a difference in the ability of the technology 

to provide the services required by the control signal: our fast-ramping natural gas plant 

cannot meet the requirements of the Reg D signal. These are summarized in Figure 9, 

which shows that the ESS emission advantages are lower under Reg D, but the modeled 

natural gas plant is unable to reliably meet the Reg D signal. There were only minor dif-

ferences in the NOX and SO2 emissions when comparing the Reg A and Reg D results. 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the CO2 emission advantage for ESSs over a natural gas plant providing 

20 MW of frequency regulation service using both the Reg A and Reg D signals. The advantage of 

ESS is reduced when following the Reg D signal. Despite this, the ESS still had lower CO2 emis-

sions than the natural gas plant in 17 of 22 eGRID subregions under the Reg D signal. 

Overall, it is important to state that frequency regulation service is not a major con-

tributor to emissions. Currently, the PJM Regional Transmission Operator (RTO) from 

which the frequency regulation signal was taken requires 700 MW of frequency regulation 

at peak hours [20]. When compared to the installed capacity of PJM electricity generation 

that this stabilizes (178,500 MW in 2017), regulation makes up only 0.39% of the installed 

generation capacity in PJM [21]. Consequently, large scale changes to the installed gener-

ation, such as transitioning from fossil fuels to renewable generation, will have much 

larger effects on emissions than changes to frequency regulation technology. 

A final consideration is the trend over time as the grid mix shifts. Because the BESS 

and FESS technologies have emission effects that are related to the marginal generation 

sources, a shift in generation mix can affect estimates of their emissions, presumably im-

proving as the grid becomes cleaner. We investigated historical changes in MEFs for the 

years in which consistent MEF data were available, focusing on CO2 because the difference 

between the BESS/FESS and natural gas plant CO2 emissions was the smallest. The CO2 

MEFs from 2006–2017 are quite consistent, as shown in Figure 10. None of the eGRID 

subregions had an annual change of more than 13% in the CO2 MEFs. The largest overall 

change can be seen in NYUP where there is a 29% decrease in the CO2 MEFs from their 

peak in 2009 to their low in 2017, but the year-to-year change did not exceed 13%. Apply-

ing the largest percent difference over the analyzed time period in MEFs to our analysis 

does not change which emission technology had lower emissions for CO2 in any eGRID 

subregion. 

The MEFs would have to change significantly for the ESS emissions to be the same 

as the natural gas emissions. A MEF of 1.21 tonnes of CO2 per MWh would result in equal 

ESS and natural gas CO2 emissions. This is three times higher than the current CO2 MEFs 

for the average eGRID subregion. A MEF of 5.2 kg of NOX per MWh would result in equal 

ESS and natural gas NOX emissions. This is at least 22 times lower than the current NOX 

MEFs for all the subregions. A MEF of 6.6 kg of SO2 per MWh would result in equal ESS 
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and natural gas SO2 emissions—eight times lower than the current SO2 MEFs for all the 

subregions. 

 

Figure 10. Change in CO2 marginal emissions factor (MEF) from 2006 to 2017 for Upstate New 

York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Upper Midwest (MROW). The MEFs 

have remained fairly constant in the eGRID subregions, with NYUP demonstrating the largest 

change over the 12 years analyzed. 

In a similar sense, electricity grids in other parts of the world may demonstrate var-

ying net emission effects from using energy storage for frequency regulation service. The 

electricity grids where storage has the strongest benefit will be those that have clean elec-

tricity generation on the margin and currently use dirtier generation to provide frequency 

regulation. While the analysis in this work applies only to the US, the results may be in-

formative for other countries, while similar methods could be applied for different grids 

for greater accuracy. 

5. Conclusions 

This work attempts to determine the emission effects of providing frequency regula-

tion services from batteries or flywheel energy storage relative to the current common 

approach of ramping natural gas plants. There are both strengths and weakness in using 

BESS/FESS for frequency regulation in terms of emissions. Our preferred accounting 

method (compensated generation) suggests that utilization of BESS/FESS for frequency 

regulation would reduce CO2 emissions from frequency regulation when compared to the 

501FD natural gas plant providing the same service. However, using BESS/FESS would 

result in higher NOX and SO2 emissions for each eGRID subregion, relative to using a low-

NOx natural gas power plant. Therefore, the net benefit of storage depends on what type 

of emissions is more important to decisionmakers. Despite advantages for NOX and SO2 

emissions for the natural gas plant, there are real-world inconveniences related to using a 

natural gas plant for frequency regulation that are not captured in our emissions analysis, 

such as performance accuracy and the ability to meet faster control signals such as the 

PJM Reg D. If the MEFs decrease in the future because of changes to the electric grid gen-

eration, using ESS for frequency regulation will result in lower emissions. As many states 

in the US pursue a goal of lower CO2 emissions, the use of ESS for frequency regulation 
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can be an option to meet that objective. However, it is important to note that frequency 

regulation is a small percentage of US electricity usage, meaning that changes to the gen-

eration fleet can have a far larger impact on overall emission levels. 

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/xxx/s1, Figure S1: 

Efficiencies of lead acid battery storage from the literature. For studies that reported a range of val-

ues, the mean value was used. The average efficiency was 75%, Figure S2: Efficiencies of Lithium 

Ion Battery storage from the literature. For studies that reported a range of values, the mean value 

was used. The average round trip efficiency found for the lithium ion battery was 88.8%, Figure S3: 

Efficiencies of Flywheels from the literature. For studies that reported a range of values, the mean 

of the range was used, Figure S4: NOX emissions rate per unit power calculated by the Katzenstein 

Equation and the Plateau Equation. The Plateau Equation removes the increase in emission rate per 

unit energy past 171 MW that results from the Katzenstein Equation since the increase could be a 

mathematical artifact and not representative actual turbine emissions, Figure S5: Annual CO2 emis-

sions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS for 

the different eGRID regions in tonnes, Figure S6: Annual NOX emissions from 20 MW of Reg A 

frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS for the different eGRID regions 

in tonnes, Figure S7: Annual SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 

24 hours a day for a year using BESS for the different eGRID regions in tonnes, Figure S8: Annual 

CO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using 

FESS for the different eGRID regions in tonnes, Figure S9: Annual NOX emissions from 20 MW of 

Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using FESS for the different eGRID 

regions in tonnes, Figure S10: Annual SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation 

operating 24 hours a day for a year using FESS for the different eGRID regions in tonnes, Figure 

S11: Annual CO2 emissions from Reg A frequency regulation service with no crediting for upstate 

New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). The BESS and 

FESS emissions are similar for all regions, with the BESS having slightly lower emissions. This case 

is without crediting and this results in significantly lower CO2 emissions for the ESS than the natural 

gas plant, Figure S12: Comparison of CO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation 

operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas without any emission crediting. 

Figure S13: Annual NOX emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with no 

crediting for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Midwest 

(MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS having slightly 

lower emissions. Without crediting, this results in lower emission technology in different regions, 

Figure S14: Comparison of NOX emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 

hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas without any emission crediting using the Plateau 

Equation. Figure S15: Annual SO2 emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service 

with no crediting for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Mid-

west (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS having 

slightly lower emissions. Without crediting, this results in significantly lower SO2 emissions for the 

ESS than the natural gas plant, Figure S16: Comparison of SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A 

frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas without any 

emission crediting. Figure S17: Annual CO2 emissions with full capacity crediting when providing 

Reg A frequency regulation service for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas 

(ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with 

the BESS having slightly lower emissions. This crediting case results in lower CO2 emissions for the 

ESS than the natural gas plant, Figure S18: Comparison of CO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A 

frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas with full ca-

pacity emission crediting. Figure S19: Annual NOX emissions when providing Reg A frequency reg-

ulation service with full capacity crediting for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas 

(ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with 

the BESS having slightly lower emissions. The full capacity crediting case results in significantly 

lower NOX emissions for the natural gas plant than the ESS, Figure S20: Comparison of NOX emis-

sions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS 

and natural gas with full capacity emission crediting and the Plateau Equation. Figure S21: Annual 

SO2 emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with full capacity crediting for 

upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). The BESS 

and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS having slightly lower emissions. This 

crediting case results in significantly lower SO2 emissions for the natural gas plant than the ESS, 
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Figure S22: Comparison of SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 

hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas with full capacity emission crediting. Figure S23: 

Annual CO2 emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with full capacity cred-

iting for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). 

This MEF crediting case results in significantly lower CO2 emissions for the natural gas plant than 

the ESS. This method credits back the natural gas plant more emissions than it is producing, result-

ing in a large negative emission amount. The NOX emissions from the natural gas plant are close to 

zero and do not appear in the figure, Figure S24: Comparison of CO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg 

A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas with MEF 

crediting. Figure S25: Annual NOX emissions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service 

with full capacity crediting for upstate New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and 

the Midwest (MROW). The BESS and FESS emissions are similar for all regions with the BESS hav-

ing slightly lower emissions. This MEF crediting case results in significantly lower NOX emissions 

for the natural gas plant than the ESS. This method credits back the natural gas plant more emissions 

than it is producing, resulting in a large negative emission amount, Figure S26: Comparison of NOX 

emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regulation operating 24 hours a day for a year using 

BESS and natural gas with MEF crediting and the Plateau Equation. Figure S27: Annual SO2 emis-

sions when providing Reg A frequency regulation service with full capacity crediting for upstate 

New York (NYUP), California (CAMX), Texas (ERCT), and the Midwest (MROW). The ESS SO2 

emissions in CAMX were close to zero and do not appear on the figure. The MEF crediting case 

results in significantly lower SO2 emissions for the natural gas plant than the ESS. This method 

credits back the natural gas plant more emissions than it is producing, resulting in a large negative 

emission amount, Figure S28: Comparison of SO2 emissions from 20 MW of Reg A frequency regu-

lation operating 24 hours a day for a year using BESS and natural gas with MEF crediting. Table S1, 

Model inputs. 
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